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Abstract� Reasoning about action and change has been one of the main research themes of the
knowledge representation and planning communities of the last �� years� Action theories providing an
axiomatic basis for managing change are applicable to a wide area of disciplines including software engi�
neering� �cognitive� robotics and data�knowledge base systems� In this paper� we review action theories
proposed for reasoning about the dynamics of database systems� We examine how these theories deal
with the three infamous problems associated with this area� namely	 �a� the frame problem� which refers
to the identi
cation of predicates or functions that remain unchanged as a result of action execution�
�b� the rami
cation problem� which refers to determining the indirect e�ects of actions� and �c� the
quali
cation problem� which refers to determining the preconditions which must hold prior to the exe�
cution of an action� We brie�y describe the solutions which have been proposed for these problems and
position these problems in a temporal database context� We also introduce an abstract solution based
on the language of situation calculus� This solution extends the causality�based solution of rami
cation
and quali
cation problems in conventional databases�

Keywords� action theories� database dynamics� frame problem� rami
cation problem� quali
cation
problem� situation calculus� temporal databases�

Topic Area� Intelligent Systems� Databases and Information Retrieval

� Introduction

The world represented in a database is not static� It changes continuously� The changes occur as results
of database transactions� An atomic database transaction can be considered as an action� So� we can
say that the changes in a database occur as results of actions� These actions change stored data in the
database� and thus they may a�ect integrity constraints which determine the consistent states of the
database� A database is consistent when all integrity constraints are satis
ed�

An action may have direct and indirect e�ects� For example assume a database that stores infor�
mation about the items in a room together with their position� Assume that there is a bokkcase with
books and a lamp on table� When the bookcase changes position �as a direct e�ect of action move
bookcase�� the books change position too� as an indirect e�ect of the action move bookcase� When
the lamp changes position� the books and the bookcase do not change position� The truth value of any
such proposition may change as the e�ect of any action�s execution� The term �uent has been establish
as a name for these propositions�

As we see from the above example� some items are a�ected by some actions while others are not�
The problem of determining which predicates and functions are not a�ected when an action is executed
is called the frame problem and was introduced by MacCarthy ��� in �����
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Fig� �� A simple circuit

box A box B box C

Fig� �� Rami�cations and quali�cations

Another example is shown in 
gure �� There are two switches and a lamp� There are three integrity
constraints

up�s�� � up�s�� � light ���

�up�s�� � �light ���

�up�s�� � �light ���

The 
rst constraint says that when two switches are up� the lamp must be lit� The second and
third constraint says that when a switch is down the lamp must not be lit� Assume that the cir�
cuit�s situation is S � f�up�s��� up�s����lightg� The action toggle � switch�s�� has the direct e�ect
up�s�� � The new situation is S� � fup�s��� up�s����lightg� S

� is inconsistent because it violates the
integrity constraint ���� The indirect e�ect is �up�s�� or light� So the consistent situation is one of
S�� � fup�s����up�s����lightg or S�� � fup�s��� up�s��� lightg� Notice that the indirect e�ect light is
caused by the 
rst constraint� while the e�ect �up�s�� is caused by the third constraint� All indirect
e�ects are caused by the presence of constraints� The rami�cation problem refers to the concise
description of the indirect e�ects of an action in the presence of constraints�

As an additional example� consider the case in which a driver wants to start his car� There are some
preconditions which must hold before the driver can start his car� These are that there is no potato
in the tail pipe� the tank is not empty� there is not an engine problem and the battery is not low� So�
�gas � �run� potato in tail pipe � �run� low � battery � �run� engine� problem � �run�

The problem of determining the context in which an action is allowed to execute is the quali�cation
problem�

As a last example �borrowed from ���� consider the situation depicted in 
gure �� There are three
boxes A� B and C� The boxes A and B are connected� A box can move to a new position if the new
position is clear�

poss�move�x� l��� � clear�l�� � ���

Sentence ��� expresses that clear�l�� is a necessary condition of moving x to l�� This precondition is
not always enough� For example� assume that the predicates on�A� l��� on�B� l�� and on �C� l�� hold� The
predicate on�A� l��� means that the item A is at position l�� The action move�A� l�� can not be executed
because �clear�l�� holds �on�B� l���� The action move�A� l�� has the indirect e�ect move�B� l��� l� �� l�



�because A and B are connected�� So the predicate clear�l�� holds� Hence� the e�ect of the action move
is expressed as	

move�A� l�� � on�A� l�� � on�B� l�� �

If the position l� is clear then we can execute the action move�A� l�� otherwise we cannot� So rule
��� must change to

on�x� l� � y �� x � �connected�x� y� � on�y� l�� � disqualified�move�x� l��� ���

The predicate disqualified�a� means that the action a cannot execute� As we can see� there are
both rami
cation and quali
cation e�ects of an action� This problem is the quali�ed rami�cation

problem�

The majority of approaches for ensuring consistency ignore the frame and rami�cation problem�
A notable exception is the work described by Plexousakis in ���� and by Plexousakis and Mylopoulos
���� where the problem is addressed in a temporal database context�

The rest of paper is organized as follows	 in section �� we present the solutions which have been
proposed for the frame� the rami
cation and the quali
cation problems� Also we examine the quali
ed
rami
cation problem� The rami
cation and quali
cation problems in temporal databases are examined
in section �� and a solution is presented� The paper cocludes with a summary and directions for futher
research�

� Action Theories in Conventional Databases

��� The Frame Problem

The simplest solution is the monotonic approach ���� This solution suggests two kinds of axioms� namely
action axioms and frame axioms� The action axioms specify the �uents that hold after the execution
of an action and frame axioms specify the �uents which do not change after an action� Some other
solutions are the default approach ��� and the STRIPS approach ����

For the solution of the frame problem� the use of the situation calculus ��� has been suggested�
The situation calculus is a second�order language that represents the changes which occur in a domain
of interest� as results of actions� One possible evolution of the world is a sequence of actions and is
represented by a 
rst�order term� called a situation� The initial situation S� is a situation at which no
action has occurred yet� A binary function� do�a� s� yields the situation resulting from the execution of
an action a while in situation s�

Many solutions based on situation calculus have been suggested �Pednault ���� Hass ��� and Reiter
����� The most important ones are those proposed by Reiter ����

Reiter ��� suggests that a �uent f is true in a situation S� � do�a� S� which came up after the
execution of action a in a situation S� if f is false in S and the preconditions ����f �which make f

true� hold in S�� or f is true in S and the preconditions ����f �which make f false� do not hold in S��
An action a can execute in a situation S only if its preconditions �poss�a�S�� hold�

We explain this method with an example� �borrowed from ����� Assume that there is a robot r which
carries some items� An item breaks when the robot lets it fall or when a bomb explodes next to it�
These are described by the follows axioms 	

fragile�x� S� � broken�x� do�drop�r� x�� S��

nextTo�b� x� S� � bomb�b� � broken�x� do�explode�b�� S�� �



As we observe the above axioms have di�erent assumptions but the same conclusion� So� we can
join them in one

���r�fa � drop�r� x� � fragile�x� s�g

���b�fa � explode�b� � nextTo�b� x� s�g�

� broken�x� do�a� s�� �

The above axiom contains two actions which� when executed� cause the �uent broken to become
true� Before the execution of an action in situation S some preconditions must hold� The above axiom
is rewritten as

Poss�a� s� � ����r��fa � drop�r� x� � fragile�x� s�g

���b�fa � explode�b� � nextTo�b� x� s�g�

� broken�x� do�a� s�� �

we set
����broken�a� s� � ����r��fa � drop�r� x� � fragile�x� s�g

���b�fa � explode�b� � nextTo�b� x� s�g� �

where ����broken is the precondition which� when true� after the execution of action a� the �uent
broken becomes true�Finally

Poss�a� s� � ����broken�a� s� � broken�x� do�a� s�� � ���

If the robot repairs a broken item� then it is no longer broken� So we need to write a new axiom

Poss�a� s� � ����r� x��a � repair�r� x��

� �broken�x� do�a� s�� �

we set
����broken�a� s� � ����r� x��a � repair�r� x��

� �broken�x� do�a� s�� �

where ����broken is the precondition which� when true� then after the execution of action a the �uent
broken becomes false� Finally

Poss�a� s� � ����broken�a� s� � �broken�x� do�a� s�� � ���

From ��� and ��� we conclude that for each �uent an axiom is de
ned as follows

Poss�a� s� � f�do�a� S�� � ����f �a� s� � f�S� � �����f �a� S� �

This solution needs F �A axioms� One axiom for each �uent� plus one axiom for each action�



��� Rami�cation Problem

The rami
cation problem ��� refers to the indirect e�ects of an action and to the consistency of the
database� For the rami
cation problem many solutions have been suggested� The simplest of them is
the minimal�change approach ���� The method suggests that� when an action occurs in a situation S�
we try to 
nd a consistent situation S� which has the fewer changes from the situation S� S� is the
situation that is closer to S than any other situation�

Regarding the second example we described in the introduction� the minimal change approach gives
two possible consistent situations S� � fup�s��� up�s��� lightg and S� � fup�s���up�s����lightg� It is
sensible to light the lamp� whereas downing the switch s� isn�t� The minimal change approach cannot
select one of them�

The above two solutions S� and S� cannot be distinguished unless we categorize the �uents �����������
The �uents are categorized in primary and secondary� A primary �uent can change only as a direct
e�ect of an action� while a secondary one only as an indirect e�ect of an action� After an actioni takes
place� we choose the situation with the fewer changes in primary �uents�

The categorization of �uents solves the rami
cation problem only if all �uents can be categorized� If
some �uents are primary for some actions and secondary for some other� this solution is not satisfactory�
A �uent could change or remain unchanged after an action� This depends on the context of a database�
We need a context which allows us to produce the indirect e�ects of an action based on this dependence�

Causal relationships ������������������� capture this dependence between an action and an indirect
e�ect� Each causal relationship consists two parts� The 
rst part� called context� consists of one �uent
formula which when true� the causal relationship can execute� The second part is the indirect e�ect of
an action� called cause� A causal relationship has the form

� causes � if �

where � is an action� � is the indirect e�ect and � is the context� In the above example� there
are four causal relationships	 up�s�� causes light if up�s��� up�s�� causes light if up�s���
�up�s�� causes �light if 	 and �up�s�� causes �light if 	�

The causal relationships can be derived by using one of the algorithms in ����������

��� Quali�cation Problem

Several solutions have been proposed for the quali
cation problem� The most prominent ones are the
default approach and minimal�change approach ���� The default solution suggests that� for each action
a� we must determine a formula F a which� when true� prohibits action a from executing� The formula
F a has the form

F a �
�

Fi � disq�a� �

where each Fi is a �uent� When any of the Fi is true� the action a can not execute� In the example
of the driver and the car� the �uent formula of the �uent run is

F run � �x�in tail pipe�x� � tank � empty � low � battery � engine� problem � disq�ignite� �

Another solution is an extension of the minimal�change possible world approach that has been
suggested for solving rami
cation problem� After each action a executes� we try to 
nd a consistent



situation which contains all direct and indirect e�ects of a� If there is at least one such situation then
the action can execute� otherwise it cannot�

As we have seen in the last example of the introduction� the rami
cation problem is di�cult when
there are quali
cations� One solution is to extended the causal relationship in a way to include the
quali
cations� Each causal relationship changes from � causes � if � to � causes � if ���abC �
where abC is a �uent formula� When abC is true in a situation� then the causal relationship does not
hold for this situation�

The abC is equivalence with the �uent disq���� The causal relationships can be derived by using an
extension of the algorithms �����������

� Temporal Databases

Most solutions of the frame� rami
cation and quali
cation problems in conventional database are based
on situation calculus� For temporal� databases we need to incorporate time in the situation calculus�
Pinto ������� and Fusaoka ���� have suggested some ways for inserting time in the situation calculus�
Pinto suggested one correspondence between situation calculus and one linear time line� This corre�
spondence is de
ned between real situations and time� This is not absolutely correct because situation
calculus supports many parallel history of situations� The above weakness can be overcome by de
ning
a correspondence between a branching structure time and situations� The branching time structure
creates many parallel history of situations� One of these histories of situations� is the history which take
place in real world� Each situation S which� occured in real world� make the predicate actual�S� true
�the predicate actual� shows if one situation occured �or not occured� in real world�� As we show in
the following� we extended this approach for solving the rami
cation and quali
cation problems� which
are of great interst in temporal databases� We describe these problems with an example� Assume that
a driver can not drive his car for four hours after drinking alcohol� This is expressed by a constraint of
the form	

occurs�drink� t� � �occurs�drive� t�� � t� � t� �h �

where t and t� are temporal variablies and the predicate occur�drink� t� means that the action drink
is executed at time t� In a temporal database we need to describe the direct and indirect e�ects of an
action not only to the next situation but possible for many future situations� In the above example�
the action drink has the indirect e�ect that the driver can not drive during the following four hours�
In these four hours� a number of other actions may execute leading to many di�erent situations� In all
these situations the action drink alcohol has the indirect e�ect �drive�

The causal relationships can not solve the rami
cation problem in temporal databases because they
determine the direct and indirect e�ects only for the next situation� The same weakness characterizes
all other solutions of rami
cation problem in conventional databases�

The above weakness can be alleviated by constructing a correspondence between situations and
actions with time� Figure � depicts this correspondence� There are three parallel axes� The 
rst is the
situations axis� the second is the time axis and the third is the actions axis� We assume that all actions
are instantaneous� When an action occurs� the database changes into a new situation� For example� at
time t� when action a� occurs� the situation changes from S� to S� � do�a�� S��� We introduce two
predicates occursA�T �a� t� and occursS�T �S� t� which correspond to the actions and situations with a
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situation axis

time axis

s1 s2 s3

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7

actiona1 a2 a3

t0

s0

Fig� �� The correspondce situations and actions with the time

speci
c time stamp� Also� we introduce two functions start�S� and end�S� which show the start and
the end of situation S�

The rami
cation problem in temporal databases becomes more complex in case the e�ects �direct
and indirect� of an action may change the e�ects of another action in the current and the future
situations� We explain this with an example� Assume that someone that causes an accident cannot
drive for the following 
ve years� except if granted a pardon� In that case� he is allowed to drive one
year after getting the pardon� At time t a driver x cannot drive if

occurA�T �accident�x�� t� � � occurA�T �drive�x�� t�� � t� 
 t� �y �

holds� This condition is necessary but not enough to forbid driver x from driving� It is enough if x
has been granted a pardon� So

occurA�T �get� pardon�x�� t� � t� � t� �y � candrive�x� t�� �

As the above relations show there is a dependence between the actions drive� accident� get�pardon�
We represent this dependence with the predicate duration�a�� a�� t� t

�� which when true� it means that
the action a� executes at time t and a�ects the action a� at time t�� The above relations take the form

��drive � occurA�T �accident�x�� t� � duration�accident�x�� drive� t� t��

��drive � occurA�T �get� pardon�x�� t� � duration�get� pardon�x�� drive� t� t�� �

The ��drive expresses the preconditions which when true prohibit the action drive from executing at
time t�� The ��drive expresses the preconditions which when true permit the execution of action drive
at time t��

A driver can not drive at time t� if

E�

drive�t
�� � ��drive�t

�� � ���drive�t
�� �

holds� A driver can drive at time t� if

E�

drive�t
�� � ���drive�t

�� � ���drive�t
�� � ��drive�t

��� �

holds� This means that at the time t�� someone can drive if the preconditions ��drive do not hold or
they do hold but also the preconditions ��drive hold�



Generally for every �uent f the E�

f and E�

f are the formulas which must hold� for it to become true
or false at time t�� respectively� Now we can write the causal relationships

a�t� causes f�t�� if E�

f ���

a�t� causes �f�t�� if E�

f ��� �

We solve both the rami
cation and quali
cation problem� The formulas E�

f and E�

f capture the
rami
cation and quali
cation e�ects� The causal relationships can be derived by using an extension of the
algorithms ����������� The predicate duration must be de
ned for all actions which have dependences�
In the above example assume additionaally that someone that drinks cannot drive for the following 
ve
hours� In that case the predicate duration

duration�drink�x�� drive� t� t�� � occursA�T �drink�x�� t
�� � �t� t� � �h�

duration�accident�x�� drive� t� t�� � occursA�T �accident�x�� t
�� � �t� t� � �y�

duration�getpardon�x�� drive� t� t�� � occursA�T �getpardon�x�� t
�� � �t� t� � �y� �

The complexity for the de
nition of the predicate duration isO�n��� where n is the number of actions�
This happens when each action depends on each other action� This means that O�n�� predicates must
be de
ned� We can decrease this complexity if for each action we de
ne a duration predicate which
contains all dependences with all other actions� In this case the complexity is O�n�� In order to achieve
this we change the de
ntion of predicate duration as duration�a� ti� which means that the action a can
not execute for the following ti time units� If we assume that the time unit is the hour� in the above
example we have

occursA�T �drink�x�� t
�� � duration�drive� ti� � ti � � � duration�drive� ��

occursA�T �accident�x�� t
�� � duration�drive� ti� � ti � �� � ��� � ��� � duration�drive� � � ��� � ���

occursA�T �getpardon�x�� t
�� � duration�drive� ti� � ti � � � ��� � �� � duration�drive� ��� � ��� �

The 
rst axiom means that the action drink�x� which occurs at time t� has as indirect e�ect to
disqualify the action drive for the following � hours� This occurs� if the action drive is disquali
ed at
time t� for a time�interval that is smaller than � hours� otherwise if the action drive is disquali
ed for
time�interval which is bigger than � hours� the action drink has not any e�ect�

We can rewrite the three above axioms as follows	

occursA�T �drink�x�� t
�� � �duration�drive� ti� � ti � �� � duration�drive� ��

occursA�T �accident�x�� t
�� � �duration�drive� ti� � ti � � � ��� � ��� � duration�drive� � � ��� � ���

occursA�T �getpardon�x�� t
�� � �duration�drive� ti� � ti � � � ��� � ��� � duration�drive� ��� � ��� �

We can generalize for any action a

occursA�T �a� t
�� �
�

a�

�duration�a�� ti� � f�ti� c� a
�� � duration�a�� ti�� �

where the function f determines if the action a e�ects the action a�� The
V

means that we take all
actions which can e�ect for the action a� At each time unit we decrease by one time unit the second
parameter of predicate duration� if it is greater than zero� If the second parameter of predicate duration
becomes zero then the action can execute�



The maximum number of causal relationships that need to be de
ned is O�� � F � A�� where F is
the number of �uents and A the number of actions�

The above problem becomes more complex if actions have duration� In this case� the direct and
indirect e�ects of an action must be determined with regards to the start and�or end of this action�
Assume that in the above example� that the action drink occurs during a time�span� The driver must
not drive from the start of action drink until four hours after the end of this action� We need two
new predicates start�a� and end�a� which show the start and end of an action� Now the constraint is
rewritten as follows

start�drink� t�� � end�drink� t�� � �occursT�A�drive� t� � �t 
 t� � �h � �t � t� � t 
 t���

Now the predicate duration must be de
nied with reference the start and the end of the action
drink�

occursA�T �start�drink�x��� t
�� � duration�drive��

occursA�T �end�drink�x��� t
�� � duration�drive� �� �

We assume an action with duration is equivalent to two instatenous actions	 one for the start and
one for the end of the action� The 
rst axiom means that when someone starts to drink they are forbiden
to drive� The shows that we do not khow when they stopped drinking� The second axiom maens that
when someone stops to drink� they could drive after � hours� We need to de
ne O�� � A� axioms for
the predicate duration� Also the axioms ��� and ��� must be de
ne for the start and for the end each
action� So� the maximum number of causal relationships that need to be de
ned is O�� �F �A�� where
F is the number of �uents and A the number of actions�

The rami
cation and quali
cation problem in temporal databases becomes more complex if the
indirect and direct e�ects refer only to the future situations �exluding the present situation�� Assume
that� in the above example� the action drink has as indirect e�ect that the driver cannot drive after
one hour from the start of the action drink� The above solution cannot solve this problem because it
assumes that the direct and indirect e�ect of an action start for the moment at which the action starts�
We must change the de
nition of predicate duration in order to capture the fact that the indirect e�ects
of an action refer only to some future situations� We de
ne the predicate duration as duration�a� ti� t�
which mean that the action a cannot execute for time ti after the time moment t� Now the predicate
duration is

occursA�T �start�drink�x��� t
�� � duration�drive�� t��

occursA�T �end�drink�x��� t
�� � duration�drive� �� t�� �

The complexity does not change� We still need O�� �A� axioms for the predicate duration�

The rami
cation problem in temporal databases becomes even more complex if the indirect and
direct e�ects refer to past situations� In this case the e�ects may be periodic recursive� We have not
dealt with this case yet�

� Conclusions

This paper reviewed research results on the solution of the frame� rami
cation and quali
cation problems
in conventional databases and proposed an intial approach to these problem in temporal databases� In
future work� we shall investigate the extension of the algorithms ���������� in order to derive the above
causal relationships� Also we want to improve the solutions which are presented in section �� We shall
attempt to reduce the complexity� Furthermore� we want to solve the rami
cation problem� even for the
cases that the indirect and direct e�ects refer to past situations�
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